YOUR YORK

Scholars
The Scholars program is for the intellectually curious student, who is seeking greater academic challenges and enrichment.
Kate Maggiotto, teacher of Feminist Literature - From Virginia Woolf to Kim Kardashian

“The Scholars program really allows students to dive deep into an area of passionate study. The course functions more like a college class where students find a deeper understanding of a topic they care about. For example, in my feminist literature class students get to choose a celebrity to study through a critical lens. They find themselves examining the nuances of gender and then drawing their own conclusions based on their personal worldview and theoretical evidence.”
LIST OF SAMPLE SCHOLARS CLASSES

Artificial Intelligence
Bacteria & Disease
Carnegie Hill—An Oral History
Every Poet is a Thief: A Poetry Workshop
Everyday Logic
Documentary Film: Air Pollution & Taiyuan, China
Gotham: New York’s Dark Side in Fiction & Film
Art History of the Italian Renaissance
Introduction to Statistics & Probability
Cybersecurity
Intro to Modern Political Philosophy
Going Viral: A Look at How Ideas Spread
Out of Sight: Uncovering the Hidden Stories Embedded in Photographs
From Virginia Woolf to Kim Kardashian:
Feminism & Literature
Lincoln’s Four Great Speeches
Ultimately, students develop an understanding of how truly connected one’s passions can be to one’s learning.
List of Capstone Projects:

The program culminates with a year-long capstone project of original research under the guidance of master teachers.

- Oral History of Family Watches
- The Ethics of CRISPR CAS9 Genome
- Carnegie Hill-An Oral History
- How Frank Miller Created the Comic Book Vigilante
- The History of Chocolate in Three Dishes
- The SAT - A Student Film
- Dear Stranger - An Open Letter to NY
- North Korea - The Place That Dosen’t Exist
- Taiy van - One City Two Worlds
- I Quit - Psychological Toll of the Pressure & Passing the SAT